Leading Change in T&E

“The delegated authority herein does not extend to developmental test and evaluation.”
The delegated authority extends to developmental testing and evaluation to appropriately inform Acquisition Decision Events 2 C/3 as negotiated and documented during development of the Test and Evaluation Master Plan."
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• MOU on Reciprocal Use of Test Facilities
  - Signed 26 October 2015
  - Expand capability set
  - Reduce costs
  - Reduce duplication

• MOA on Use of the National Cyber Range
  - Signed 21 July 2016
  - DHS use of NCR
  - DoD/DHS collaboration in cyber defense
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- USCG Polar Ice Breaker Program
- International Engagement: Canada National Research Council Ice Lab
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- DHS Agile Pilot Programs
  - Student Exchange Visitor Information System (ICE)
  - National Flood Insurance Program IT Phoenix (FEMA)
  - Technology Infrastructure Modernization (TSA)
  - Grants Management Modernization (FEMA)
  - Verification Modernization (USCIS)

- Operational Test Director Training

- Agile T&E WIPT
  - TEMP for Agile programs
  - Integrated Test Plans
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• JIATF-South Support
• DHS S&T Detantee
  – Rotational developmental assignment
  – Improve communication and coordination in DHS R&D
• Joint Interagency - Cyber Enhanced Detection and Monitoring (JI-CEDM) Quick Reaction Test (QRT)
  – Relevant to DHS Southern Border and Approaches Campaign Plan
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Other Initiatives:
• TEMP Guide
• T&E Management Guide
• Procedures for Operational Test and Evaluation of Cybersecurity
• Reliability
• Threat Assessments for Acquisition Programs
• Operational Test Director Course
Summary

T&E is the Key to Successful Acquisition Outcomes